Paris, 4 October 2021

PRESS RELEASE
Stéphanie Hubert appointed
AMAFI Deputy Chief Executive

As the issues facing members grow ever more diverse, AMAFI has widened its scope of action significantly
in recent years. Reflecting these changes, the AMAFI Board is acting to strengthen the roster of full-time
staff by appointing Stéphanie Hubert as Deputy Chief Executive Officer effective 11 October. She will be
responsible for questions relating to sustainable finance, an issue of clear importance to market
participants.
Stéphanie has worked in the banking and financial sectors for over 20 years. She has experience in private
banking, equity, fixed income and currency markets, and asset management, and has worked in French
and international institutions. Previously a member of the Executive Committee of Banque Neuflize OBC
and the Group Compliance Head of ABN AMRO in France, Stéphanie has been involved more recently in
corporate governance and sustainable finance advising. After starting out at Crédit Agricole Indosuez, she
held management positions at JP Morgan in London and Paris and, more recently, at AXA Investment
Managers. Stéphanie is a familiar face at AMAFI, having helped to grow the Compliance Division while she
was Compliance Manager between 2008 and 2015.
A graduate of EDHEC Business School, Stéphanie also holds an MBA from Laval University in Canada as
well as an IFA-Sciences Po Corporate Director certificate.
Commenting on the announcement, AMAFI Chairman Stéphane Giordano said: “I am delighted by this
appointment. We got to know and appreciate Stéphanie's qualities during her time as our head of
Compliance. Sustainable finance is now a major growth driver for market activities, and it is critical for
AMAFI to be fully involved in all the associated issues. Stéphanie brings an in-depth understanding of these
questions”.
“At a time when our full-time staff is engaged in tackling a wide spread of issues that are of interest to our
membership, Stéphanie's arrival will strengthen our capacity to help build a regulatory framework that
strikes the right balance by addressing the concerns of all stakeholders in the financial community”, said
AMAFI Chief Executive Bertrand de Saint Mars.
“I am so happy to rejoin the AMAFI team and look forward to bringing my experience and skills to bear as
we work to grow both AMAFI and the Paris financial centre”, said Stéphanie Hubert.
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Association française des marchés financiers (AMAFI) represents professionals in the securities
industry and financial markets in France, defending their interests at domestic, European and international
levels. AMAFI's more than 160 members, which include investment firms, banks, market infrastructures,
law firms and consultancies, play a vital role in financing the economy and allocating savings. One of
AMAFI's statutory tasks is to promote better awareness and understanding of financial markets and their
role in the economy and society.
www.amafi.fr
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